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bers enjoy, only to be taken away at the first indication that his
little nervous system is tiring. Presence with the family at wor-
ship for the two-year-old must depend upon one of two things
—the worship must be shortened to the very few minutes that
he may be expected to partake in it, or it must be considered a
privilege that baby may enjoy for only a short time. The older
members of the family may enjoy the more or less prolonged
study; and it is well that they should have it. But such a study
as this may ho conducted after baby has gone to bed. Carefully
should baby's emotions be guarded, that there be nothing in
family worship to impart to him a sense of dread or distaste at
its approach.
Sabbath School. He should not be taken to Sabbath school
until such time as ho can enter into its spirit and the enjoyment
of its kindergarten privileges. Fortunately, in connection with
many Sabbath schools the "cradle roir has been established,
where the babies art* made happy with helpful pastime leading
up to religious lesson,
Lessons of Love, Faith, and Trust. In hearing the grace
said at table day by day, in hearing the short prayer that mother
says for htm, in early lisping his own first prayer, baby becomes
conscious of some loving power that is the source of all good.
Between the age of two and three, he begins to hear, along with
his other stories, stories of Bible lore. He learns that some loving,
wonderful being, whom he cannot see but who is really very
near, has made the flowers and the birds and the trees for his de-
light ; has made it possible for him to have food and clothes, a
home and father and mother, brother and sister; and that this
wonderful Being made him, himself. He learns to love, in a
baby way, first from impression of tone and voice and word, this
wonderful Power that has given him all. There is something in
the spirit of these that arouses an answering chord in his own
spirit; and as he imitates the expression, his own emotion an-
swers the more. How quickly the babe of even three months
responds in facial expression, in answering loving coos, or in
the pathetically curled-out lip to mother's face and tone as she
talks to him, Just so the tone of reverence and love to God
brings out in the older baby an emotion which is akin and which,

